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FOREWORD

The research project involved two
phases:—

(a) a system for determining the
position of the tractor and

(b) a control system that would
function with the amount of
positional information obtain
ed.

This paper deals with the tractor
control system. Before the particular
control system can be meaningful how
ever, it is necessary to describe briefly
the system proposed for positional de
termination.

is simply

Kj (cot a -f- COt /3)

The angles a and fi could be determined
by any one of several methods. The
method under investigation by the
Department of Agricultural Engineer
ing, Universicty of Alberta uses two
infra-red detectors to locate the tractor
exhaust pipe by scanning. Figure 2

POSITIONAL DETERMINATION

Figure I. Detecting Tractor Position by Triangulation.

Referring to triangles ACD and BCD,
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From equation 1

cot a + cot j3 = K
for each value of DC.

tany3

The relationship expressed in Equation
2 permits a program for back and forth
operations of the tractor to be no more
than a series of K values, where
(Ks - K(1—d) oc width of implement
cut. The positional error at any point

Figure 2. Infra Red Dector barrel assembly and solid
state amplifier.

shows the detector and amplifier being
used by the department.

It is planned to digitally code the
cotangent of the angular position and to
sum the cotangents of the two detectors
on the digital counters illustrated in
figure 3. The sum of the cotangent is
then compared with a K value set on
a digital comparitor shown in figures 3
and 4. The digital comparitor then
measures the difference between the
actual tractor position and the pro
grammed position as HI,=or LO. The
three output states (illustrated in figure
4) should be particularly noted. As a
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Figure 3, Electronic pulse counters and digital com
paritor.

to

Figure 4. Indicator panel of digital compa
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result of this output form, the error
detecting system signals the tractor po
sition only as being on course, to the
right, or to the left of the programmed
course. Information on the distance

off-course and the attitude of the trac
tor is not available. The project out of
which this paper arises was to deter
mine whether or not a tractor could be
satisfactorily controlled with this limi
ted feed back information.

TRACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM

The principle investigation consisted
of simulating the tractor steering and
control mechanism on an analog com
puter, and then testing the response of
the system to various disturbing in
fluences.

Tractor response to a steering signal
may be described as follows:

Let t be the tangenital angle intro
duced by a steering signal, in radians/
ft. Let y be the angular position of the
tractor with respect to the direction of
the baseline in radians.

t

Then y = v J t dt 3
where v = forward speed of tractor
in feet per second
Let y = lateral distance from base
line.

t

Then y = v J siny dt 4
For y < 0.20, sin y—y ^ .01 sin y
hence for small angles, let sin y = y
Then,

tt

y = v2 | t dtdt 5
Equations 3 and 5 may be simulated on
an analog computer as shown in figure
5. At any time t, y represents the

Figure 5. Analog Computer Diagram of Tractor Steering
System.

angular position of the tractor and y
represents the distance from the base
line, where t is the steering signal.

The error signal produced by the
counting mechanism described earlier
may be plotted as shown in figure 6.

It may be observed that there is an
error signal if y <, no error signal if
V,<y<V2, and an error signal of op
posite polarity if y~> V2.

The error detection system described
earlier, and yielding input-output re-
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Figure 6. Error Signal vs Lateral Position of Tractor.

lationship illustrated in figure 6 can be
simulated on an analog computer as
illustrated in figure 7.

BJC1

for Stimulating Error

It was decided to use the "LO" and
"HI" to set constant tangential angles
of ( + ) and (—)t, while an ( = )
signal set r = 0.

Under these conditions, E can be set
equal to a predetermined value for t,
and the circuit of figure 7 can be incor
porated as a feedback circuit in figure
5. The combined circuit, shown in
figure 8 faithfully reproduces the pro
posed control system for small values
of r, and may be recognized as analo
gous to the second order non-linear
differential equation

y — Ay = f(t) 6
where,

A is a non-linear coefficient
f(t) is the forcing function.

Figure 8. Analog Computer Diagram for Tractor Control
System without Damping.

The simulated tractor path resulting
from an initial disturbance is shown in
figure 9. As might have been antici
pated by examination of equation 6,
the tractor oscillates about the desired
path.

It may be recognized that oscillations
representing solutions to equations of
the form of equation 6 may be damped

Figure 9. Simulated tractor path after an initial
disturbance without damping in the control circuit.

by first derivative feedback.* First de
rivative feedback was incorporated in
the computer model as illustrated in
figure 10 and the resulting simulated

Figure 10. Analog Computer Diagram for Tractor
Control System with First Derivative Damping.

path after having been subjected to a
disturbance is illustrated in figure 11.

*(In the case of the simulated tractor operation,
the first derivative y, is the angular position of the
tractor with respect to an initial baseline).

-rx;

Figure 11. Simulated tractor path after an initial
disturbance with first derivative damping.

It was concluded that the behaviour
illustrated in figure 10 was entirely
satisfactory. The computer setting from
which figure 10 was obtained corres
ponded to an acceptable tractor path
width of ± 1 foot, a fixed steering
correction corresponding to a turning
radius of 12 feet, and a damping factor
of 0.90 times the angular position of
the tractor in radians.

Although the testing of the results
of the simulation by a scale working
model might be considered an unneces
sary step in the development of a sys
tem, this step was taken in this case
because it is useful in illustrating the
hardware requirements of the project.

The "tractor" illustrated in figures
12 to 14 was built in the departmental
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Figure 12. Model tractor with automatic steering

mechanism.

Figure 13. Elements of control circuit. A.) Servo-
amplifier; B.) Servomotor, gear train and follower
potentiometer; C.) Directional gyro and control po
tentiometer; D.) Vacuum pump used to power gyro.

Figure 14. Close-up view of control circuit elements
including rheostats (E) for setting of fixed right

and left turning angles.

laboratory. The battery powered trac
tor served as a vehicle to carry its own
steering servomechanism, a gyrocom
pass for detecting angular position, and
the vacuum pump and motor required
to drive the gyrocompass. It may be
observed that the steering servomecha
nism is a potentiometer controlled elec
trical servo with a vacuum tube servo-
amplifier. The control potentiometer
is connected to the gyrocompass while
the follower pot is driven by the steer
ing servo motor. The fixed - angle
steering signals were incorporated by
adding fixed resistors to the potentio
meter bridge as shown in figure 15. For
testing, the tractor position was "detec
ted" by a man observing the position
of the tractor. He provided the HI, =,
and LO signals by means of the 3
position switch shown in figure 15.

t

roc .tgnal t= «n,
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Figure 15. Input to Servo-amplifier.

The model worked satisfactorily,
producing paths similar to that shown
in figure 11 when subjected to disturb
ing influences such as picking the front
of the model up off the floor and setting
it down at an angle to the original di
rection of travel. No attempt was made
to plot a frequency response curve as
there was, of course, no intention of
packaging this particular system of
hardware for production.

CONCLUSIONS

The amount of positional informa
tion needed to keep a tratcor on a path
approaching a straight line need be no
more than HI, = or LO for the control
system that has been described here.
The hardware required for the control
system is all conventional and with the
possible exception of the gyrocompass,
need not be expensive. The practica
bility, as with many automatic systems,
depends upon the ability to readly mea
sure the actual position of the tractor.
The infra red detection system de
scribed in the introduction to this paper
is presently under investigation by the
Department of Agricultural Engineer
ing, University of Alberta to determine
its practicability for positional deter
mination.

. .. SELF PROPELLED WINDROWER

continued from page 11

ing had reached the maximum accep
table level. Windrows made with the
stems at these angles tended to settle in
the centre. The wheat crop in 1966
yielded 27 bushels per acre, and the
grain to straw ratio of the cut material
was 1 : 1.51.

The most satisfactory windrows,
when cutting oats in 1966 were made
at canvas speeds of 7.2 and 8.4 fps.
The slower canvas speeds, 3.9 and 5.6
fps, formed windrows that were either
hollow in the centre or double, particu
larly at the steeper table angles. This
was caused by the heavy weight of the
grain (yield, 52 bushels per acre; grain
to straw ratio, 1 : 0.82). Forward
speed of travel appeared to be more
critical at the slow canvas speeds than
at the faster canvas speeds.
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Barley proved to be a most difficult
crop to handle. Cutting at the fast
forward speed of 4.2 mph was not
satisfactory at any of the canvas speeds
because this forward motion reduced
the efficiency of the knife to cut the
soft, pliable barley straw. The cut
material also failed to clear the knife
and jammed between the reel and
canvases at the steeper table angles.
The result was a loose, fluffy windrow
that settled to the ground almost imme
diately. The best windrows were made
at canvas speeds of 5.6 and 7.2 fps
when the table was placed at the lower
angles. The yield of barley for this
test year was 44 bushels per acre and
the grain to straw ratio was 1 : 0.88.

It has been observed, also, that crops
cut at an early stage of maturity may
be formed into a well bound windrow
that remains supported on the stubble,
while crops cut when ripe fall into a
loose, scattered windrow. This may be
caused by the additional weight of the
moisture in both the grain and straw
of the less mature crop. The possibility
of making a slack windrow when cut
ting ripe grain increases if there has
been wind or insect damage in the
standing crop.

CONCLUSIONS

The successful operation of the
windrower and the formation of a well
bound and supported windrow are
closely related to the type of cereal
grain to be cut, the stand and yield
of the crop and the stage of maturity
at which this operation is done.

The results of these tests show that
all operational factors, forward speed
of travel, table canvas speed and table
angle, had an effect on the type of
windrow. The windrowing of wheat
seemed to be the least affected by
forward speed and table angle. A fast
canvas speed should not be used. The
oat windrows were more satisfactory
when made at high canvas speeds, low
table angles, and at all forward speeds.
Barley should be windrowed at slow to
moderate forward speeds, a medium
canvas speed and at low table angles.

The forward speed of machine travel
can be controlled by the operator.
However, it would be desirable if the
speed of the table canvases could be
varied to suit crop conditions. The
present construction of the windrower
does not lend itself to the adjustment
of the slope of the table, but, for a
general purpose machine, it is sugges
ted that the maximum angle should not
exceed 30° to the horizontal.
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